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 35 
Abstract 36 

Network interactions are likely to be instrumental in processes underlying rapid 37 
perception and cognition. Specifically, high-level and perceptual regions must interact to balance 38 
pre-existing models of the environment with new incoming stimuli.  Simultaneous EEG/fMRI 39 
allows for the temporal characterization of brain-network interactions combined with improved 40 
anatomical localization of regional activity.   In this paper we use simultaneous EEG/fMRI and 41 
multivariate dynamical systems (MDS) analysis to characterize network relationships between 42 
constitute brain areas that reflect a subject’s choice for a face versus non-face categorization 43 
task. Our simultaneous EEG and fMRI analysis on 21 human subjects (12 males, 9 females) 44 
identifies early perceptual and late frontal subsystems that are selective to the categorical choice 45 
of faces versus non-faces. We analyze the interactions between these subsystems using a MDS in 46 
the space of the BOLD signal. Our main findings show that differences between face choice and 47 
house choice networks are seen in the network interactions between the early and late 48 
subsystems, and that the magnitude of the difference in network interaction positively correlates 49 
with the behavioral false positive rate of face choices. We interpret this to reflect the role of 50 
saliency and expectations likely encoded in frontal “late” regions on perceptual processes 51 
occurring in “early” perceptual regions.  52 
 53 

Significance Statement 54 
Our choices are affected by our biases.  In visual perception and cognition such biases 55 

can be commonplace and quite curious – e.g. we see a human face when staring up at a cloud 56 
formation or down at a piece of toast at the breakfast table. Here we use multimodal 57 
neuroimaging and dynamical systems analysis to measure whole brain spatiotemporal dynamics 58 
while subjects make decisions regarding the type of object they see in rapidly flashed images. 59 
We find that the degree of interaction in these networks accounts for a substantial fraction of our 60 
bias to see faces. In general, our findings illustrate how the properties of spatiotemporal networks 61 
yield insight into the mechanisms of how we form decisions. 62 
 63 

Introduction 64 
A glance at a random cloud in the sky or a blot of paint on the wall sometimes leads us to 65 

the experience of pareidolia—i.e. seeing an image in a stimulus when none is present.  This 66 
“illusory” experience can be especially profound when we interpret the stimulus as a human 67 
face.  From an ecological viewpoint, our ability to rapidly detect and/or recognize a human face 68 
is obviously very important, with substantial research focused on identifying and characterizing 69 
regions in the brain representing faces (Grimaldi, Saleem, & Tsao, 2016; Haxby, Hoffman, & 70 
Gobbini, 2000; Ishai, Schmidt, & Boesiger, 2005; Kanwisher, McDermott, & Chun, 1997; 71 
Kanwisher & Yovel, 2006; Mccarthy, Puce, Gore, & Truett, 1997; Tsao, D. Y., Freiwald, W. A., 72 
Tootell, R. B., Livingstone, 2006; Tsao & Livingstone, 2008) and the timing of when these 73 
representation are evoked (Allison, Puce, Spencer, McCarthy, & Belger, 1999; Atkinson & 74 
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Adolphs, 2011; Liu, Harris, & Kanwisher, 2002). An open question is how such a bias for faces 75 
emerges within the context of the brain’s network structure and dynamics, and in general, how 76 
bias (or prior information) is integrated with stimulus evidence to form a decision.  77 

 78 
We hypothesize that biased perception of faces is perpetuated through spatiotemporal 79 
interactions between high-level and perceptual brain networks.  High-level networks may encode 80 
salient potential environmental features, such as faces, that inform perceptual networks thereby 81 
biasing subsequent decision-making. We sought to first define spatiotemporally distinct 82 
processing networks involved in stimulus perception and decision-making.  We then sought to 83 
demonstrate how these network interactions relate to facial perception bias. We hypothesized 84 
greater interaction would be associated with greater bias as the interaction demonstrates the 85 
relationship between pre-potent environmental models and perceptual input. To test this 86 
hypothesis non-invasively in humans, requires a method of measurement that leverages 87 
observations made of the spatial representations from BOLD fMRI and the timing of evoked 88 
responses via EEG/MEG. Here we employ an approach based on simultaneous EEG-fMRI in 89 
order to provide a degree of spatiotemporal resolution for inferring network interactions while 90 
maintaining the non-invasiveness of the recordings.   91 
 92 
Specifically, in this study we use an approach that uses trial-to-trial variability in discriminative 93 
EEG components to temporally “tag” spatially localized BOLD activity that is simultaneously 94 
acquired with the EEG. This approach reveals two neural subsystems, one activated early in the 95 
trial and one late in the trial. We analyze these temporally distinct neural subsystems in the space 96 
of the BOLD data, specifically in terms of their network interactions as inferred via a 97 
multivariate dynamical systems (MDS) model (Ryali, et al., 2016; Ryali, et al., 2016; Ryali, 98 
Supekar, Chen, & Menon, 2011).We then analyze the network interactions based on the choices 99 
the subjects make. This analysis reveals that the tendency of a subject to mistake a non-face for a 100 
face is manifested in their specific networks interactions, namely the degree of interaction 101 
between their early and late neural subsystems. This suggests that these types of interactions may 102 
be the mechanism by which prior information, in the form of bias, is integrated with stimulus 103 
evidence in order to produce a percept and subsequent choice. 104 

Methods 105 

Subjects 106 
 107 
Twenty-one subjects (12 males and 9 females; age range 20-35 years) participated in the study. 108 
All subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and reported no history of neurological or 109 
psychiatric problems. Informed consent was obtained from all subjects prior to the start of each 110 
experiment and all experiments were performed in accordance with the guidelines and protocol 111 
of the Columbia University Institutional Review Board (IRB). 112 
 113 
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 114 
Stimuli 115 
 116 
The stimuli consisted of a set of 30 face (from the Max Planck Institute face database), 30 car, 117 
and 30 house (obtained from the web) images. All images were gray scale (image size 512x512 118 
pixels, 8 bits/pixel) and equated for spatial frequency, luminance, and contrast. The phase spectra 119 
of the images were manipulated using a weighted mean phase algorithm (Dakin, S. C., Hess, R. 120 
F., Ledgeway, T., & Achtman, 2002) to generate two levels of phase coherence in the stimuli. 121 
The phase coherence modulates the amount of sensory evidence in the stimuli. The high 122 
coherence (50%) stimuli have higher stimulus evidence than the low coherence (35%) stimuli 123 
and therefore are easier to discriminate.  124 
 125 
Experimental paradigm 126 
 127 
Subjects performed an event-related three-choice visual categorization task. On each trial, an 128 
image of either a face, car, or house, was presented for 100 ms. Subjects reported their choice of 129 
the image category by pressing one of the three buttons on an MR compatible button response 130 
pad with three fingers on their right hand.  The stimuli display was controlled by E-Prime 131 
software (Psychology Software Tools) using a VisuaStim Digital System (Resonance 132 
Technology) with 600x800 goggle display. Images subtended 11°x 8°of visual angle. Each 133 
subject participated in four runs of the categorization task. In each run, there were a total of 180 134 
trials (30 per condition, 6 conditions: face high, car high, house high, face low, car low, and 135 
house low). The inter-trial interval (ITI) was sampled uniformly between 2-4 s. The duration of 136 
each run was about 560 s. Therefore, a total of 720 trials (240 of each category and 360 of each 137 
coherence) were acquired for each subject during the entire experiment. 138 

Simultaneous EEG and fMRI data acquisition 139 

EEG data were recorded simultaneously with the fMRI data using a custom-built MR-compatible 140 
EEG system (Goldman et al., 2009; Sajda, Goldman, Dyrholm, & Brown, 2010) with differential 141 
amplifiers and bipolar EEG montage, using a 1 kHz sampling rate. The caps were configured 142 
with 36 Ag/AgCl electrodes including left and right mastoids, arranged as 43 bipolar pairs. 143 
Further details of the recording hardware are described in (Sajda, Goldman, et al., 2010). 144 

Functional echo-planar image (EPI) data were collected using a 3T Philips Achieva MRI scanner 145 
(Philips Medical Systems, Bothell, WA) with the following scanning-parameters:  Repetition 146 
time (TR) 2000 ms, echo time (TE) 25ms, flip angle 90°, slice thickness 3 mm, interslice gap 1 147 
mm, in-plane resolution 3x3 mm, 27 slices of 64x64 voxels per volume, and 280 volumes in 148 
total. For all of the participants, a high-resolution structural image was also acquired using 149 
spoiled gradient recalled (SPGR) echo sequence with a 1x1x1mm resolution and 150 slices of 150 
256x256 voxels.  151 
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EEG data preprocessing  152 

EEG data were preprocessed offline using MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA). The 153 
simultaneous acquisition of EEG data inside an MR scanner posed a great challenge for EEG 154 
denoising due to two major artifacts: gradient artifacts and ballistocardiogram (BCG) artifacts, 155 
arising from magnetic induction in the EEG leads.  We first removed the gradient artifacts by 156 
subtracting from each functional volume an average artifact template obtained from across all 157 
functional volume acquisitions. We then smoothed the data with a 10 ms median filter to 158 
attenuate any residue spike artifacts. Subsequently, we performed the standard EEG noise 159 
removal with a 0.5 Hz high-pass filter to remove direct current drift, 60 Hz and 120 Hz notch 160 
filters to remove electrical line noise, and 100 Hz low-pass filter to remove high frequency 161 
artifacts not associated with neurophysiological processes. These filters were applied together in 162 
a non-causal zero phase form to avoid phase distortions. 163 
 164 
BCG artifacts caused by the cardiac pulsation related movement in the EEG leads are more 165 
variable over time and have overlapping frequency content with the EEG signals of interest. 166 
Therefore, they are more difficult to remove from the data.  Here we adopted a conservative 167 
approach based on principal component analysis (PCA) that has been validated in the previous 168 
studies (Goldman et al., 2009; Walz et al., 2014, 2015) to reduce the risk of signal power loss. 169 
First, the continuous gradient-free data were low-pass filtered at 4 Hz to exclude information 170 
outside the frequency range where BCG artifacts are normally observed, and then two principle 171 
components that captured BCG artifacts were selected for each subject. The channel weightings 172 
corresponding to those components were projected onto the broadband data and subtracted out to 173 
produce the BCG-free data.  These BCG-free data were then re-referenced from the 43 bipolar 174 
channels to the 34-electrode space to calculate scalp topographies of EEG discriminating 175 
components. 176 
  177 
Stimulus-locked EEG epochs with a duration of 1500 ms (500 ms pre-stimulus to 1000 ms post-178 
stimulus) were extracted from the BCG-free data. The baseline was chosen from 200 ms pre-179 
stimulus to stimulus onset and the average voltage during the baseline period was subtracted 180 
from the epoch. Noisy EEG epochs with large amplitude deflections (motion, eye blinks) were 181 
then excluded in the further analysis based on visual inspection. 182 

Single-trial EEG analysis  183 

We performed a regularized logistic regression on the multidimensional EEG epochs to 184 
discriminate face trials from non-face (car and house) trials. We did this separately for each of 185 
the two phase coherence levels. We used a sliding window technique to train multiple classifiers 186 
at different time windows across the entire epoch. Specifically, we selected 41 time windows 187 
with a width of 50 ms, centered at time, , where , ranging from 188 
stimulus onset to 1000 ms post-stimulus, in overlapping 25 ms increments. The optimal spatial 189 
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weighting, , that maximize the discrimination between face and non-face trials, produces a 190 
one-dimensional projection , at time window  for trial , where , is given by 191 

=  192 

where  is a  EEG matrix (  sensors and  time points in time window ) for trial . 193 
 is the single-valued classifier output for trial  at time window  computed by averaging 194 

across the entire time window. The interpretation of is the distance of trial  from the decision 195 
hyperplane, which represents the classifier’s confidence on trial  in the categorical 196 
discrimination. The trial-by-trial variations then reflect the fluctuations of how well each image 197 
was perceived in terms of its category membership given the measured EEG.  is a  198 
spatial filter at time window , which was estimated via a regularized logistic regression 199 
implemented using FaSTGLZ (Conroy, Walz, Cheung, & Sajda, 2013).  We evaluated the 200 
performance of the classifier at each time window by the area under receiver operating 201 
characteristic (ROC) curve, denoted here as AUC, using a leave-one-out cross-validation 202 
procedure. The statistical significance of the AUC value for each time window was assessed 203 
using a permutation procedure. Specifically, for each subject, we trained the classifier on trials 204 
whose labels were randomly permuted and then calculated the corresponding leave-one-out (i.e. 205 
one trial was iteratively left out to estimate classifier performance) AUC value for each time 206 
window. We repeated this procedure 500 times to obtain an empirical null distribution of AUC 207 
values for each time window. The significance threshold of AUC was then chosen at  208 
with FDR correction across all time windows to account for multiple comparison. 209 

EEG regressors  210 

The temporal profile of the classifier performance revealed two face-selective components in an 211 
early window (~100-225 ms) and a late window (~325-575 ms), in accordance with previous 212 
EEG studies (Philiastides & Sajda, 2006, 2007). Therefore, for each coherence level, we 213 
constructed two EEG regressors from the early and late windows as the BOLD predicators in the 214 
subsequent fMRI analysis. For each trial, the onset time of the EEG regressors matched the time 215 
of each image presentation. The height of the two regressors was modulated by the classifier 216 
output, , derived from the early and late windows, respectively. To determine the values  for 217 
each of the early and late windows, we computed a linear combination of the classifier 218 
outputs , across all the time windows defined in the range of the early and late windows, 219 
respectively. The optimal linear weighting was obtained by applying another regularized logistic 220 
regression to discriminate between face and non-face trials, whose inputs were a set of classifier 221 
outputs from selected time windows acquired from the initial logistic regression. For trial , the 222 
classifier output  for a set of time windows is given by: 223 

 224 
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where  ( ) is the temporal weighting of time windows . For all of the 225 
subjects, we chose the early and late windows to range from 100-225 ms and 325-575 ms 226 
following the stimulus onset, respectively (Determined based on the temporal profile of the 227 
classifier performance at the high coherence level). This approach is referred to as hierarchical 228 
discriminant component analysis (HDCA) (Marathe, Ries, & McDowell, 2014; Sajda, et al., 229 
2010). It extracts additional information across multiple time windows to produce a more robust 230 
estimate of the classifier output  associated with the early and late windows. Pooling correlated 231 
information across multiple time windows offers advantage over using the peak  value in 232 
the early and late windows since the combination of two classifiers generally gives better 233 
discriminating performance than a single classifier. Since we encoded faces as 1 and non-faces 234 
as 0 in training the classifier, we flipped the sign of values for non-face trials so that a positive 235 

value indicated a strong confidence of the classifier for both faces and non-faces. 236 
 237 

fMRI data preprocessing  238 

fMRI data were preprocessed using FSL (www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/). The preprocessing steps 239 
include: slice-timing correction, motion correction, spatial smoothing (6 mm FWHM Gaussian 240 
kernel) and high pass filtering (>100 s). Functional images were first transformed into each 241 
subject’s high-resolution anatomical space using boundary based registration (BBR) (Greve & 242 
Fischl, 2009), and then spatially normalized to the standard Montreal Neurological Institute 243 
(MNI) brain template using ‘FAST’ (Zhang, Brady, & Smith, 2001). 244 

EEG-informed fMRI analysis 245 

In the general linear model (GLM) for fMRI analysis, we incorporated parametric EEG 246 
regressors derived from the early and late discriminating components as BOLD predictors. The 247 
EEG regressors at two coherence levels were modeled separately: 248 

 249 

where  denotes the BOLD time series for a given voxel;  denote four 250 
EEG regressors corresponding to the early and late components for both coherence levels;  251 
denotes the regressors of no-interest including a boxcar function at the time of button response, a 252 
boxcar function for rejected trials, and six motion parameters from the motion correction step to 253 
model the motor effects. All regressors except for the six motion parameters were modeled with 254 
a duration of 100 ms and convolved with the hemodynamic response function (HRF), and its 255 
temporal derivatives as confounds of no interest. To dissociate the shared variance between the 256 
early and late components, Gram-Schmidt orthogonalizaion was used to decorrelate  and 257 

at each coherence level individually. Specifically, we orthogonalized with respect to 258 
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 in this design. To show that our results were not subjective to a particular choice of the 259 
orthogonalization direction, we implemented the design where  was orthogonalized with 260 
respect to   and the design without orthogonalization. The BOLD activations corresponding 261 
to the early and late regressors remained consistent across all three designs. Two contrasts of 262 
interest were constructed to extract brain voxels whose BOLD activity was modulated by each of 263 
the early and late components: Average Early (Early_High+Early_Low) and Average Late 264 
(Early_Late+Early_Late). 265 

In FSL, the group inference was performed at multiple levels. Individual runs of each subject 266 
were modeled in the first-level analysis, and then combined in the second-level analysis using a 267 
fixed-effects model. For each contrast, the summary statistics from the second-level analysis 268 
were then passed up to the third-level analysis using a mixed-effects model (FLAME 1+2) to 269 
compute the group activations across subjects. Statistical significance of the activations was 270 
determined by the cluster correction method implemented in FSL to account for multiple 271 
comparison across the whole brain volume (Nichols & Hayasaka, 2003). The clusters were 272 
thresholded at  with a cluster-wise .    273 

ROI selection and time series extraction  274 

Regions-of-interest (ROIs) were selected based on the local maxima of the cluster activations 275 
corresponding to the Average Early and Average Late contrasts. Three ROIs were derived from 276 
the early contrast that constituted an early sensory subsystem: precuneus (PC), left intraparietal 277 
sulcus (IPS) and right superior parietal lobule (SPL). We sought to identify parallel bilateral 278 
regions corresponding to the unilateral clusters in IPS and SPL and so used a more lenient 279 
threshold to identify clusters in right IPS and left SPL ( ).  In 280 
addition, we also included the face fusiform area (FFA) and parahippocampal place area (PPA) 281 
(defined by the functional localizer task, see below) as part of the early subsystem since they 282 
were selectively involved in the early sensory processing of the face and house stimuli (Epstein, 283 
Harris, Stanley, & Kanwisher, 1999; Epstein & Kanwisher, 1998; Grill-Spector, Knouf, & 284 
Kanwisher, 2004). Five ROIs were extracted from the late contrast and formed a late decision 285 
subsystem: anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), paracingulate gyrus (PCG), premotor cortex (PMC), 286 
bilateral frontal eye field (FEF), and insular cortex (IC). We increased the cluster threshold  287 
( ) to include regions (insular) with relatively small cluster 288 
size but high magnitude.  We sought to incorporate FEF as well due to extensive literature 289 
implicating this region in decision making (Ferrera, Yanike, & Cassanello, 2009; H R Heekeren, 290 
Marrett, Bandettini, & Ungerleider, 2004; Hauke R Heekeren, Marrett, & Ungerleider, 2008) and 291 
so used a more lenient threshold ( , ) to include bilateral FEF. All 292 
bilateral activations were treated as a single ROI. As a result, we selected five ROIs for each of 293 
the early and late subsystem system. Since the causal inference algorithm we used is a 294 
completely data-driven approach, it is capable of identifying and deemphasizing regions that did 295 
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not contribute to the underlying brain dynamics. We therefore sought to identify an expansive 296 
network of regions potentially involved in both subsystems.  To ensure that results were not 297 
biased by regions identified using altered thresholds, we conducted control analyses excluding 298 
all regions incorporated through relaxed thresholds.  All results remained unchanged when 299 
excluding these regions.  300 

To extract the time series from selected ROIs, we created a 6 mm sphere mask centered on the 301 
local maxima for each ROI (except for FFA and PPA, see below) in the standard space. Then we 302 
transformed the ROI masks from the standard space to each subject’s functional space and 303 
extracted the first principle component of the time series across all voxels contained in the 304 
subject-specific ROI masks. The spatial transformation and time series extraction were both 305 
performed using FSL. 306 

Functional localizer 307 

To localize the FFA and PPA ROIs for each subject, we performed separate functional localizer 308 
scans for both FFA and PPA. Subjects were presented with 12 alternating blocks of stimulus 309 
images (face or house) and noise images. Each block had a duration of 20 s. Bilateral FFA and 310 
PPA ROIs were identified in each subject based on the Face>House and House>Face contrasts at 311 

 with a minimum cluster size of 10 voxels. In subjects without bilateral 312 
activations, we first reduced the cluster threshold to  to check if voxels on the 313 
other side became significant. If no additional voxels were significant at this less stringent 314 
threshold, unilateral activation was selected. Of the 21 subjects in our dataset, using the original 315 
threshold, 12 subjects showed bilateral activations in FFA and 17 subjects showed bilateral 316 
activations in PPA. After lowering the threshold, we were able to find bilateral activations in 317 
FFA for 16 subjects and bilateral activations in PPA for 20 subjects. FFA and PPA ROIs were 318 
selected for each subject in the standard space and then transformed back into the subject’s own 319 
functional space. Time series at FFA and PPA were extracted using the same procedure as 320 
described for other ROIs. 321 

Causal modeling using MDS 322 

To investigate the causal interactions between and within the early and late subsystems, we 323 
constructed a 10-node network, consisting of the 10 selected ROIs, and applied Multivariate 324 
Dynamical Systems (MDS) model to infer the network connections from their BOLD time 325 
series, given some modulatory network inputs. MDS is a type of dynamic causal model (DCM) 326 
which is purely data driven, incorporating minimal priors.  MDS is a state-space model that 327 
consists of a state equation and an observation equation. The state equation models the causal 328 
dynamics of the latent quasi-neuronal activity in the presence of modulatory inputs. The 329 
observation equation is a linear convolution model that translates, the latent quasi-neuronal 330 
activity into BOLD observations. Mathematically, MDS is expressed as:  331 
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                                      332 
     333 

 334 

where  is an  vector of latent quasi-neuronal activity at time t of M regions,  is 335 
the  modulatory input and  is the number of modulatory inputs.   is an  modulatory 336 
connection matrix elicited by the modulatory input  The non-diagonal elements of  337 
represent the strength of causal interaction between brain regions. This causal coupling ( ) 338 
changes in different experimental contexts (  is an  Gaussian distributed state 339 
noise vector. In the observation equation, BOLD observation  at region  is modeled as a 340 
linear convolution of a set of canonical HRF basis  with  past values of its quasi-latent 341 
neuronal activity ( ).   is the coefficient associated with each basis,  is uncorrelated 342 
Gaussian observation noise. More details on the algorithm and its applications can be found in 343 
(Chen et al., 2015; Ryali, et al., 2016; Ryali et al., 2011). 344 
 345 
In this analysis, we constructed three modulatory inputs  , , and . 346 

 represents a binary sequence of all face choices made by the subject, pooling across the 347 
high and low coherence levels. Similarly,   and  represented  all house choices 348 
and car choices, respectively. Given the BOLD time series of each node, we estimated the 349 
network connectivity pattern ( ) modulated by each . Prior to MDS estimation, the time 350 
series for each node and subject was demeaned and normalized by its standard deviation prior to 351 
MDS estimation. The statistical significance of each network connection was determined using a 352 
nonparametric permutation procedure. Specifically, for each subject, we randomly scrambled the 353 
phase of the time series for all nodes and created 500 surrogate datasets. Then we inferred the 354 
network connections from the surrogate data using MDS to generate an empirical null 355 
distribution for each connection, from which the significance threshold was determined at 356 

 with Bonferroni correction. To examine the network pattern at group level, we computed 357 
the group mean (across subjects) of each connection with the same procedure to assess the 358 
statistical significance.  359 
 360 
In our analysis, we focused on the network dynamics elicited by the face and house choices 361 
because we believed they would evoke disparate network dynamics not only in the early sensory 362 
subsystem (FFA vs. PPA) but also the late decision subsystem (decision bias). This is in contrast 363 
to car decisions, which are not attributable to activation of specific cortical areas as are faces 364 
(FFA) and places (PPA). We excluded connections with negative connection strength in all 365 
subsequently analyses, though the results remained unchanged even when they were included. 366 
To characterize the difference between the face network and house network, we first calculated 367 
the difference in each causal connection between the face and house networks for each subject.  368 
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We then averaged the difference connection matrix across subjects to obtain the group level 369 
difference network pattern.  370 

Analysis of network interactions relative to choice 371 

To establish the relationship between the network interactions and behavioral choice, we defined 372 
the Early-Late interaction, a weighed sum of all the connections between the early and late 373 
subsystems, as a measure of the degree to which the early subsystem interacted with the late 374 
subsystem. The Early-Late interactions consist of the bottom-up connections (a weighed sum of 375 
all the connections coming from the early subsystem to the late subsystem) and the top-down 376 
connections (a weighed sum of all the connections coming from the late subsystem to the early 377 
subsystem). We interpreted the early-to-late influences as bottom-up processes because the early 378 
subsystem consists of the regions primarily attributed to sensory processing (Philiastides & 379 
Sajda, 2007; Summerfield C, Egner T, Greene M, Koechlin E, Mangels J, 2006). Conversely, we 380 
interpreted the late-to-early interactions as top-down interactions since regions in the late 381 
subsystem have been implicated as upstream constituents of decision processing (Filimon, 382 
Philiastides, Nelson, Kloosterman, & Heekeren, 2013; H R Heekeren et al., 2004; Philiastides & 383 
Sajda, 2007; Summerfield, Egner, Mangels, & Hirsch, 2006).  384 

We computed the choice precision based on the behavioral data for face choices and house 385 
choices, respectively. The precision, also termed the positive predicative value, is given by  386 

 where TP is the number of true positive (e.g. faces choices that were faces) and FP is the 387 
number of false positives (e.g. face choices that were not faces). We computed this precision 388 
value for both faces and houses as the positive category, yielding a value for face precision and 389 
house precision for each subject. Together with an analysis of the sensitivity (Fig. 5 B) and 390 
specificity (Fig. 5 C) for both faces and houses, we found that high precision indicates a small 391 
number of false positives in the choices, i.e. subject is less biased towards the “positive” 392 
category. Therefore, using false positive rate (FPR = 1-specificity) as a behavioral measure 393 
related to bias, we performed an analysis across all subjects, correlating the difference in 394 
subjects’ network interactions between face and house networks with their difference between 395 
face FPR and house FPR. As a control analysis, we also performed the same correlation analysis 396 
across subjects based on the network connectivity estimated using data only at the low coherence 397 
level.  398 

 399 
Experimental design and statistical analysis 400 

 All statistical analyses of behavioral measures, EEG, fMRI and network causal inference were 401 
performed on datasets from 21 subjects (12 males and 9 females).  For the behavioral analysis, 402 
paired t-test was used to compare the mean accuracy and mean response time for face vs. non-403 
face, details can be found in Results describing Figure 1. For the single-trial EEG analysis, we 404 
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used a permutation procedure to determine the time windows showing significant discrimination  405 
(for more details see Methods section: Single-trial EEG analysis). For the EEG-informed fMRI 406 
analysis, significant clusters were identified using a cluster-correction method implemented in 407 
FSL (more details in Methods section: EEG-informed fMRI analysis). For the network analysis, 408 
we used a permutation procedure to determine the group level significant causal connections 409 
between ROIs in the network (more details in Methods section: Causal modeling using MDS and 410 
Results section: Figure 4 and 5).  411 

Results 412 

Behavioral results 413 

The mean response time (RT) and accuracy (percentage of correct responses) for the face and 414 
non-face stimuli, averaged across subjects, are shown, separately for the low and high coherence 415 
levels, in Figure 1. At the high coherence level, where the sensory evidence is greatest, subjects 416 
responded faster (0.5978 s vs. 0.6658 s) and more accurately (96.14 % vs. 93.14 %) to faces than 417 
to non-faces (two-tailed paired t-test, face vs. non-face, RT: t(20)= -6.12,  p=5.61 10-6; accuracy: 418 
t(20)= 3.1626, p=0.0049). However, at the low coherence level, the behavioral performance was 419 
not significantly different between faces and non-faces (RT: 0.753 s vs. 0.778 s; Accuracy: 420 
60.25 % vs. 57.19%, faces and non-faces respectively). We also observed a significant main 421 
effect of coherence level for both RT and accuracy (repeated measures ANOVA, RT: F(1,79)= 422 
49.9244, p=5.30 10-10; accuracy: F(1,79)=149.636, p=2 10-16), indicating that the level of 423 
stimulus evidence effectively modulated the subjects’ performance in the face vs. non-face 424 
discrimination. 425 

Early and late EEG components discriminating stimulus category 426 

We next estimated EEG components that were discriminative of Face vs. Non-Face stimuli.  We 427 
did this by separately analyzing the trials from the high and low coherence levels. The EEG 428 
components were characterized by their group mean AUC as a function of time (time window 429 
for which they were estimated). As would be expected, the overall discrimination performance of 430 
the EEG components at the low coherence level was significantly lower than that for the high 431 
coherence level (Fig.2 A). At the high coherence level, we see two discriminating components, 432 
one at an early window after the stimulus onset and the other at a late window before the earliest 433 
reaction time. Consistent with interpretations in previous studies (Philiastides & Sajda, 2006; 434 
VanRullen & Thorpe, 2001), the early component (~200 ms) is likely linked primarily to the 435 
early bottom-up sensory processing of the stimulus and therefore its discriminability is strongly 436 
modulated by the level of stimulus evidence. This is further supported by the poor 437 
discriminability of the early component at the low coherence level, where the stimulus evidence 438 
is low.  In contrast, the late component (~500) is thought to be related to post-sensory encoding 439 
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decision processing (Philiastides & Sajda, 2007; Ratcliff, Philiastides, & Sajda, 2009) . The late 440 
component showed significant discriminability at both coherence levels, though with obviously a 441 
significant decrease for low coherence. Furthermore, the latency of the late component at low 442 
coherence appeared to be later than that at high coherence (peak difference of ~50ms), 443 
suggesting a delay in the processing of evidence due to ambiguous stimuli, in line with previous 444 
findings in (Philiastides & Sajda, 2006).  445 

Given these two EEG components, one set for high coherence and one for low coherence trials, 446 
we used their trial-to-trial variability to construct BOLD predicators for separating the fMRI data 447 
into two neural sub-systems that were specific to the early and late processing. Since the onset of 448 
the early and late components varied across all subjects, we did not construct the BOLD 449 
predictors from the peak discriminating components in the early and late time interval. Instead, 450 
we built the EEG classifier in a hierarchical fashion where the classifier at the second level 451 
integrated over the classifier outputs from the first level at multiple time windows spanning 452 
either the early or the late time intervals. This approach took advantage of the variations across 453 
multiple time windows in each time interval, which could potentially improve the discrimination 454 
performance by including more temporal information (Marathe et al., 2014). This resulted in two 455 
trial-to-trial EEG variability regressors, one associated with the early time interval and another 456 
with the late time interval.  457 

Early and late neural subsystems  458 

We used an EEG-informed fMRI analysis to tease apart two distinct neural subsystems for our 459 
perceptual decision-making task (see Fig. 3). Since the EEG components were generated on the 460 
basis of face vs. non-face discrimination, the identified brain regions represented the neural 461 
substrates implicating categorical selectiveness. For the early component, we observed negative 462 
correlations with the EEG variability in regions that appear to participate in the early sensory 463 
processing. Specifically, significant activations (Fig.3 A) were found in the precuneus (PC), right 464 
superior parietal lobule (SPL), left intraparietal sulcus (IPS). All these regions have been 465 
reported to play a role in the integration of sensory evidence by a number of studies (Cavanna & 466 
Trimble, 2006; Culham & Kanwisher, 2001; Kayser, Buchsbaum, Erickson, & Esposito, 2010; 467 
Philiastides & Sajda, 2007; Rizzolatti, Fogassi, & Gallese, 1997; Shadlen & Newsome, 2001; 468 
Tosoni, Galati, Romani, & Corbetta, 2008).  For the late component, significant negative 469 
correlations with the EEG regressors (Fig.3 B) were observed in frontal regions such as anterior 470 
cingulate cortex (ACC), paracingulate gyrus (PCG), premotor cortex (PMC). The central role of 471 
the ACC in decision-making has been implicated by numerous studies (Carter et al., 1998; 472 
Kahnt, Grueschow, Speck, & Haynes, 2011; Kennerley, Walton, Behrens, Buckley, & 473 
Rushworth, 2006; Rushworth, Walton, Kennerley, & Bannerman, 2004). The adjacent PCG has 474 
been observed to be activated during decision-making especially when the decision process 475 
involves mentalizing and social cognition (Gallagher & Frith, 2003; Turk et al., 2004; Walz et 476 
al., 2014). The activation of PMC in decision-making which often leads to an action selection 477 
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has also been shown by a wide range of neuroimaging studies (Andersen & Cui, 2009; Donner, 478 
Siegel, Fries, & Engel, 2009; Li et al., 2009).  For both subsystems, we only observed negative 479 
correlations between the BOLD signals and the EEG regressors. Note that the magnitude of the 480 
EEG regressor is the classifier output on each trial and can be interpreted as a measure of the 481 
“confidence” of the classifier for discriminating face or non-face, given the EEG at that time 482 
window and for that specific trial. Negative correlation therefore implies that on trials where the 483 
classifier was highly confident, the brain activity in both subsystems decreased. Similarly for 484 
trials where the classifier had low confidence (e.g. ambiguous stimuli or low coherence/high 485 
noise) the brain activity in both subsystems increased. 486 

A choice-modulated network  487 

Given the early and late subsystems, we next investigated how the two subsystems 488 
interact with one another in a specific cognitive context. In particular, we hypothesized that we 489 
would observe an effect in network dynamics, specifically an interaction between the early and 490 
late subsystems as a function of the choice behavior of the subjects.  To address this hypothesis, 491 
we used a state-space modeling based method (MDS) to infer the network dynamics, i.e. the 492 
connectivity between the nodes in the network. We calculated separate networks induced by the 493 
face and house choices and then assessed early-late connectivity within and between each of 494 
these networks (Fig. 4B). We included FFA and PPA as part of the early subsystem, since they 495 
are known to differentially activate during early perception of faces and houses. Moreover, we 496 
added the left SPL, right IPS, bilateral FEF and IC as additional nodes in the decision network. 497 
Their roles in decision-making have already been heavily evidenced by a variety of 498 
neuroimaging studies (Heekeren, Marrett, Bandettini, & Ungerleider, 2004; Heekeren, Marrett, 499 
& Ungerleider, 2008; Lafuente, Jazayeri, & Shadlen, 2015; Lamichhane, Adhikari, & Dhamala, 500 
2016; Philiastides & Sajda, 2007; Ruff et al., 2010). This resulted in a total of 10 ROIs for the 501 
network causality analysis, shown in Fig. 4 A. Five of the ROIs (FFA, PPA, PC, IPS, SPL) 502 
belonged to the early subsystem and the other five (IC, ACC, PCG, PMC, FEF) were to the late 503 
subsystem. To demonstrate how choice behavior, specifically choices between faces and houses, 504 
affects early-late network connectivity, we compared the pairwise difference in early-late 505 
network connection strength between the face and house networks.  506 

As the crucial early processing regions for faces and houses, FFA and PPA were engaged in both 507 
of the face and house networks. Specifically, the outflow connection from FFA to SPL was 508 
significantly increased for the face network (permutation test, p=0.0002, Bonferroni corrected), 509 
whereas an enhanced causal connection from PPA to SPL was observed for the house network 510 
(permutation test, p=0.0002, Bonferroni corrected).  Since SPL has been associated with working 511 
memory and directed attention in a range of studies (Chiu, Esterman, Han, Rosen, & Yantis, 512 
2011; Culham & Kanwisher, 2001; Koenigs, Barbey, Postle, & Grafman, 2009), it is likely that 513 
SPL is a hub in the early subsystem that integrates sensory evidence sending from down steam 514 
FFA and PPA. Overall, compared with house network, face network exhibited more late to early 515 
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influences (top-down influences), i.e. weighted sum of all connections coming from any region 516 
in the late subsystem to any region the early subsystem, averaged across subjects (permutation 517 
test, p=0.0276). These findings indicate that choices of face or house modulate the network 518 
connectivity differentially not only within each subsystem but also between the early and late 519 
subsystems.  520 

False positive face choices as a function of face bias 521 

Next, we hypothesized that the interaction between the early and late subsystems might 522 
underlie a facial processing bias, as implicated by the predicative coding theory. We used false 523 
positive face choices as a proxy for face processing bias. False positive face choices occur when 524 
subjects selected face in response to a house. This represents a misperception that can be driven 525 
by a tendency to perceive faces. 526 

To validate our use of false positive face choices as a type of bias, we investigated the 527 
relationship between decision precision for face and house choices and their false positives. We 528 
observed a significantly higher mean decision precision for face choices than for house choices. 529 
The increase in face precision could be attributable primarily to either an increase in the number 530 
of true positives (high sensitivity, more faces were correctly perceived) or a decrease in the 531 
number of false positives (high specificity, less non-faces were mistaken for faces, i.e., less 532 
biased towards faces). To determine which of these drives decision precision we divided all 533 
subjects into two groups (High Face vs. Low Face) according to the difference between their face 534 
precision and house precision. We then compared the mean sensitivity and specificity of faces 535 
between the High Face and Low Face groups. There was lower sensitivity (74.38% vs. 90.56%, 536 
t-test, t(19)=-3.08, p=0.0061) but higher specificity of faces (93.60% vs. 82.64%, t-test, t(19)=3.29, 537 
p=0.0039) for the High Face than for the Low Face group (Fig.5 B).  This supports the choice of 538 
our proxy, namely that the difference in processing faces and houses is largely driven by false 539 
positive face choices. Subjects with higher face precision evidenced less bias and did not 540 
misperceive non-faces as faces. However, subjects with less precision were the ones with greater 541 
bias and therefore more false positive face choices. As a result, not only would their face 542 
precision be reduced, but their house precision would potentially increase due to a very small 543 
number of false positives out of all house choices (less non-houses were misperceived as 544 
houses). Indeed, the higher specificity of houses (90.88% vs. 82.59%, t-test, t(19)=2.38, 545 
p=0.0277) for the Low Face group than for the High face group (Fig.5 C), together with the 546 
indistinguishable sensitivity of houses (74.84% vs.78.47%, t-test, t(19)=-0.74, p=0.46) between 547 
the two groups provided evidence that subjects in the Low Face group were more biased towards 548 
faces and thus less inclined to mistake houses, which led to a lower face precision but a higher 549 
house precision. Taken together these findings indicate that the difference between face and 550 
house processing was driven by the degree that individual subject misperceived non-faces as 551 
faces (i.e. demonstrated a face processing bias).  552 
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We next tested how subject-level differences in the degree of early-late connectivity for faces vs. 553 
houses related to our proxy for choice bias.  The degree of early-late subsystem interaction for 554 
faces as compared to houses correlated positively with the face processing bias (Fig. 5 G, r=0.84, 555 
p=1.61 10-6). Subjects with more bias towards faces had more of a difference in early-late 556 
connectivity to faces as compared to houses –i.e.  those who had a greater tendency to see houses 557 
as faces, differentially evoked more early-late connectivity during face choices. The correlation 558 
remains significant (r=0.70, p=0.0006) after we excluded the rightmost data point, which appears 559 
to substantially deviate from the other data points.  560 
 561 
To further substantiate our finding that enhanced early-late network interactions lead to larger 562 
face perceptual bias, we performed additional analysis where the same network connectivity was 563 
estimated using only low coherence trials for each subject since the perception bias/error should 564 
be highest when sensory evidence is ambiguous. A significant correlation (r=0.67, p=0.0009) 565 
across all subjects was revealed by this analysis showing more early-late network connectivity is 566 
associated with more false positive faces. 567 
 568 
The above analyses were focused on the faces vs. houses contrast. To show that our specific 569 
findings, namely that network interactions correlate with face bias, were not restricted to a face-570 
house contrast, we repeated the same set of analyses from Fig. 5 A-C, G with the contrast faces 571 
vs. cars. Specifically, we first computed the early-late interactions for face choices and for car 572 
choices and then we computed the correlation between the difference in their early-late 573 
interactions and the difference in their false positive rates. Consistent with results in Fig. 5 G, we 574 
found a positive correlation (r=0.90, p=3.27 10-8) between the increase in the face network 575 
interactions relative to cars and the increase in face bias (Fig. 5 H). Moreover, in a separate 576 
analysis where we combined the houses and cars together as non-faces, the above network 577 
analysis for the faces vs. non-faces contrast showed a consistent positive correlation between the 578 
network interactions and the face bias (r=0.72, p=0.0002). Since this comparison was between 579 
two stimulus types (faces vs. non-faces), it was straightforward to use the decision criterion c 580 
( , choosing face as the “positive” category) from the 581 
signal detection theory (SDT) model (Nevin, 1969), as a measure of the face bias. In which case, 582 
higher c value indicates a lower face bias. The correlation analysis between network interactions 583 
and criterion c variable across subjects revealed a negative linear relationship (r=-0.76, 584 
p<6.86 10-5), suggesting that higher network interactions were associated with smaller criterion 585 
c and thus higher face bias, consistent with results using the false positive faces as a measure for 586 
the face bias. Taken together, our results suggest that the network interactions driving a face bias 587 
generalize across at least the two alternative object categories used in this experiment, namely 588 
houses and cars.  589 
 590 
Additionally, we did a control analysis where we excluded all additional regions (right IPS, left 591 
SPL, FEF, IC) in the network identified with adjusted thresholds. Significant correlation results 592 
between the network interactions and the face bias still hold for both the Faces vs. Houses 593 
(r=0.49, p=0.02) and Faces vs. Cars (r=0.78, p=2.80 10-5) contrasts. This confirmed the 594 
robustness of the causal inference by MDS and showed that the inclusion of additional regions 595 
with relaxed threshold did not change our main finding. 596 
 597 
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Discussion 598 
 599 
In this study we integrated single-trial variability of EEG with fMRI to identify early and late 600 
neural systems involved in rapid discrimination of face versus non-face visual stimuli. The early 601 
system comprised largely perceptual and associative cortex while the late system comprised 602 
frontal and decision-making related regions. Using multivariate dynamical systems modeling, we 603 
found different patterns of network connectivity when subjects made face choices vs. house 604 
choices. Greater causal connectivity between early and late subsystems was associated with a 605 
greater bias towards faces. These findings suggest a role for causal communication between 606 
these networks in face perception. 607 
 608 
 609 
Different roles of early and late subsystems   610 
Consistent with previous studies, we identified two EEG discriminating components that 611 
differentiate between faces and non-faces at different times within a trial. Previous work has 612 
associated the early component (peaking at ~ 200 ms) with early sensory processing of the 613 
stimulus while the late component (peaking at ~ 500 ms) being more related to late decision 614 
processes (Philiastides & Sajda, 2006, 2007). Our results further support this association, 615 
specifically given that we have shown that the discriminating power of the early component 616 
diminished when the classifier was trained on trials with low sensory evidence. Moreover, the 617 
strength of the late component was reduced when the decision became more difficult.  618 
 619 
The trial-to-trial variability of each of these components reflects the classifier’s confidence in the 620 
stimulus category, given the EEG data. The variability of each component is likely to reflect 621 
variability in different cognitive processes such as stimulus encoding, attention, arousal, working 622 
memory load and complexity in action planning. We capitalized on the explanatory power in 623 
these components to account for the variance in BOLD observations at each voxel in the brain.  624 
In our findings, for both early and late components, we only found significant negative 625 
correlations between the BOLD response and the EEG predictors. The cortical regions 626 
correlating with the early component included the PC, SPL and IPS. These regions potentially 627 
constitute an occipito-parietal subsystem that is key to the encoding and integration of stimulus 628 
evidence during the sensory period of perceptual decision-making. For instance, PC has been 629 
shown to activate during visual perception (Ganis, Thompson, & Kosslyn, 2004) and its activity 630 
has also been shown to be  modulated by the level of sensory evidence (Cohen et al., 1997; 631 
Filimon et al., 2013; Philiastides & Sajda, 2007; Tosoni et al., 2008). SPL and IPS are part of the 632 
dorsal posterior parietal cortex, and their role of integrating sensory evidence and relaying 633 
sensory information to motor areas for action planning during perceptual decision-making has 634 
been extensively implicated in both human and animal studies (Andersen & Cui, 2009; 635 
Churchland, Kiani, & Shadlen, 2008; Grefkes & Fink, 2005; Heekeren et al., 2004; Platt & 636 
Glimcher, 1999; Rizzolatti et al., 1997; Shadlen & Newsome, 2001; Tosoni et al., 2008). During 637 
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the late decision period, where the decision variable is formed and the accompanying action is 638 
planned, the bottom-up sensory information is directed to the upstream frontal subsystem (ACC, 639 
PCG and PMC) whose BOLD response is correlated with the late EEG component. Our findings 640 
combining EEG and fMRI show converging evidence, as has been suggested by previous EEG-641 
only studies, that the perceptual decision-making network is comprised of an early sensory 642 
subsystem and a late decision subsystem. The different temporal orders at which each of the two 643 
subsystems is activated further implicates their distinct functional roles during decision-making.  644 
 645 
Bayesian interpretation of the face perceptual bias  646 
 647 
A number of studies have proposed a Bayesian probabilistic interpretation on how the brain 648 
implements sensory processing and decision-making under uncertainty(Bitzer, Park, 649 
Blankenburg, & Kiebel, 2014; Friston, 2003, 2010; Knill & Pouget, 2004; Lee & Mumford, 650 
2003; Mumford, 1992; Pouget, Beck, Ma, & Latham, 2013). The framework of Bayesian 651 
inference encompasses three elements: the posterior, the likelihood and the prior. One theory on 652 
how this framework is applied during perceptual decision-making is that the brain operates as an 653 
optimal Bayesian observer by choosing the decision alternative with the largest posterior 654 
probability. In the context of perceptual decision-making, the posterior of one alternative is the 655 
probability distribution given the sensory input. For each decision alternative, the likelihood 656 
models a generative process of the sensory input given that decision alternative and serves as an 657 
internal representation or template of that alternative. The prior represents the weight on each of 658 
the choice alternatives.  If no perceptual bias presents among choice alternatives, the prior is 659 
assigned to be equal across all decision alternatives. According to Bayes rule, the posterior is 660 
proportionally related to the product of the prior and the likelihood. Therefore, the Bayesian 661 
interpretation suggests that the choice made by the subject relies not only on the likelihood but 662 
also on the prior. In particular, when the sensory signal is ambiguous, the likelihood becomes 663 
less informative, the prior dominates the posterior and the choice is strongly influenced by prior 664 
experience or expectation.  665 
 666 
Resting on the framework of Bayesian probabilistic inference, the theory of predictive coding 667 
has been proposed to account for a wide range of cognitive phenomena such as misperception 668 
(Summerfield et al., 2006), illusion (Weiss, Simoncelli, & Adelson, 2002) and reward learning 669 
(Tobler, Fiorillo, & Schultz, 2005). The predictive coding theory suggests a top-down perceptual 670 
process in which frontal inputs maintain representations of expected stimuli and inform activity 671 
in perceptual regions (Dayan, Hinton, Neal, & Zemel, 1995; Friston, 2003, 2008; Rao & Ballard, 672 
1999). The sensory input is compared against an internal template generated by regions higher in 673 
the hierarchy. The template at higher-level regions represents a prediction of the ongoing 674 
representation of the expected percepts at lower-level regions and is transmitted in feedback 675 
chain to successive downstream regions. The error between the predication and the true 676 
representation at each level is transmitted in a feedforward direction up in the hierarchy to refine 677 
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the predication in higher level regions (Shipp, 2016). Therefore, the top-down prediction signal 678 
would bias the perception under the circumstances where bottom-up sensory evidence is weak. 679 
Often times, the brain sees what it expects under ambiguity. Sensory regularities (faces) arising 680 
from expectation or prior experience exist to facilitate perception processing.  681 
 682 
Following the predictive coding theory, our findings suggest that a face perceptual bias is 683 
manifested by an increased network interaction between the early (sensory) and the late (high-684 
level) subsystems. Subjects with greater early-late connectivity made more false positive errors 685 
mistaking houses or cars for faces. Moreover, consistent with evidence from several studies that 686 
face perception involves top-down modulation (Summerfield et al., 2006; Summerfield, Egner, 687 
Greene, Koechlin, Mangels, & Hirsch 2006), our data show that the top-down influence is 688 
significantly higher for face choices than for house choices, suggesting that during face choices 689 
there was more top-down modulation from the late network to the early network. This increased 690 
top-down influence also positively correlated with more false positive face choices (r=0.65, 691 
p=0.0014), which further implicating that a perceptual bias towards faces may rest on the 692 
predictive signal generated in the frontal regions.  693 
 694 
One limitation of our study is that the choice effect that we were primarily interested in cannot 695 
be entirely dissociated from the stimulus effect. This issue is more prominent for high coherence 696 
stimuli than for low coherence stimuli since subject accuracy is approximately 95% at high 697 
coherence but only 60% at low coherence – i.e. stimulus and choice are more dissociated at low 698 
coherence. To unequivocally separate the stimulus effect from the choice effect, one could 699 
analyze only error trials. However, this substantially decreases the number of trials used in 700 
estimating our MDS model, rendering our causal estimation unreliable. Therefore, to best 701 
address this problem, we performed a control analysis where we only used trials at the low 702 
coherence level and repeated the same network analysis. Consistent with our main finding 703 
combining trials at both coherence levels, this analysis also showed that more early-late network 704 
connectivity is associated with more false positive faces (r=0.67, p=0.0009). 705 
 706 
In conclusion, using simultaneous EEG and fMRI, we identified network interactions that were 707 
highly correlated with choice bias for faces, particularly when stimulus evidence was low. The 708 
spatiotemporal brain dynamics underlying this process were inferred from the distributed brain 709 
network using state-space modeling and linked to subject’s choice behavior. We showed that 710 
bidirectional causal connectivity between these networks appears to play a role in the biased 711 
processing and perception of faces. Our findings offer new insights in the functional organization 712 
of brain networks during perceptual decision-making. Importantly, we identified the neural 713 
correlates of the face perceptual bias at the network level. The correlation between the face 714 
perceptual bias and network interactions was interpreted by the predictive coding theory as a top-715 
down influence driving the perception to resolve ambiguity. Future studies are needed to 716 
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investigate the source of the predictive codes and how the predictive signals propagate across the 717 
network.  718 
 719 
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 947 
 948 
 949 

Figure 1. Experimental paradigm and behavioral results. A, Event-related three-choice visual categorization task 950 
where subjects were instructed to select the category (face, car, or house) of the image after each stimulus 951 
presentation. On each trial, the image was briefly presented for 100 ms, following by a 2-2.5 s decision period. 952 
Subjects responded with different button presses to indicate their choice. B, Example of images at two phase 953 
coherence levels. Images were presented at high coherence (50%) and low coherence levels (35%), where high 954 
coherence indicates high stimulus evidence, i.e., an easy decision. C, Mean response times for face trials and non-955 
face trials at the high and low coherence levels. RTs were significantly modulated by the amount of stimulus 956 
evidence. At the high coherence level, mean RT for faces was significantly lower than that for non-faces. D, 957 
Behavioral accuracy for face trials and non-face trials at two coherence levels. Low stimulus evidence led to less 958 
accurate decisions. At the high coherence level, accuracy for faces was significantly higher than for non-faces. 959 
Though subjects responded significantly faster and more accurately to faces than to non-faces when stimuli where 960 
presented at high coherence, their behavioral performance was not significantly different between faces and non-961 
faces when stimuli were presented at the low coherence level. Error bars indicate the SEM. Asterisk (*) indicates 962 
significant difference at p < 0.05. 963 

 964 
 965 

Figure 2. Discriminatory EEG components and parametric EEG regressors. A, The area under the receiver 966 
operating curve (AUC) plotted as a function of time window relative to stimulus onset, for a linear classifier trained 967 
to discriminate between faces and non-faces given the multichannel EEG.  Shown are time courses of the AUC for 968 
the low and high coherence stimulus levels, respectively, averaged across subjects. The shaded areas around the time 969 
courses indicate the SEM, while the dotted line represents the significance threshold at p<0.05 (FDR corrected) for 970 
the mean AUC, determined by a non-parametric permutation technique. The stars indicate significant time bins in 971 
the early and late windows. Also shown are the forward models for the EEG components.  B, Illustration of EEG-972 
informed fMRI analysis. In the GLM analysis applied to the fMRI, four EEG regressors were included as BOLD 973 
predictors. They were constructed from the early and late components at the high and low coherence levels, 974 
respectively. The onset time of the regressors matched the timing of each stimulus presentation. The amplitude of 975 
the EEG regessors was modulated by the classifier output on both face and non-face trials (trial-to-trial variability).  976 

 977 

Figure 3. Spatial dissociation of the (temporally) early and late subsystems for face vs. non-face discrimination. A, 978 
BOLD activations for the early subsystem. Red clusters were regions correlated negatively with the early EEG 979 
component (cluster corrected, z>2.3, p<0.05, across both high and low coherence levels). The early subsystem 980 
consisted of occipito-parietal regions including the precuneus (PC), right superior parietal lobule (SPL), left 981 
intraparietal sulcus (IPS). B, BOLD activations for the late subsystem. Green clusters represented regions showing 982 
significant negative correlation with the late EEG component (cluster corrected, z>2.3, p<0.05, across both high and 983 
low coherence levels). The late subsystem was comprised of frontal regions such as the anterior cingulate cortex 984 
(ACC), paracingulate gyrus (PCG), premotor cortex (PMC). 985 

 986 
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Figure 4. Causal modeling on choice-modulated networks. A, Illustration of a total of 10 regions-of-interest (ROIs) 987 
selected for the causal modeling. Red circles represent nodes in the early subsystem. Green circles represent nodes 988 
in the late subsystem. Blue and purple circles represent the PPA and FFA of a representative subject, included as 989 
part of the early subsystem. B, Scheme of the causal modeling using Multivariate Dynamical Systems (MDS) model 990 
for choice-modulated network analysis. MDS estimates the connectivity between nodes in the networks elicited by 991 
face choices and house choices, respectively. The connectivity pattern reflects the modulatory effect of a specific 992 
experimental condition on the network. C, Mean difference in causal connections between face network and house 993 
network (Face>House), averaged across subjects. D, Mean difference in causal connections between face network 994 
and house network (Face<House). The significance threshold for each connection at p<0.001 was determined by a 995 
non-parametric permutation test with FDR correction for multiple comparisons. All network connections shown in 996 
C, D passed the significant test and their line width indicates the magnitude of the connection strength.  997 

 998 

Figure 5. Network interactions between the early and late subsystems predict the decision bias towards face choices 999 
relative to house or car choices. A, Mean RT and precision for face and house choices, respectively. Precision is 1000 
defined as the proportion of correct choices among all choices of a particular type. On average, face choices had 1001 
faster response time (p=0.0072, paired t-test) and higher precision (p=0.00074, paired t-test) than house choices. 1002 
Error bar represents the SEM across subjects. B, Performance measures of face choices for the faces vs. houses 1003 
contrast. Subjects were divided into the High Face group (face precision>house precision) and the Low Face group 1004 
(face precision<house precision). Compared with the Low Face group, the High face group had lower sensitivity 1005 
(p<0.01) and higher specificity (p<0.01), suggesting a smaller number of false positives in their face choice, and 1006 
therefore they were less biased towards faces. C, Performance measures of house choices for the faces vs. houses 1007 
contrast. For subjects in the Low Face group, their house precision was relatively higher than the subjects in High 1008 
Face group not because they were better at detecting houses (indistinguishable sensitivity for houses), rather, it was 1009 
because they were more biased towards faces and less likely to mistake a non-house for a house. The smaller 1010 
number of false positives in houses for the Low Face group (higher specificity, p<0.05) increased their house 1011 
precision. D, Mean RT and precision for face and car choices, respectively. E, Performance measures of face 1012 
choices for the faces vs. cars contrast, similar to B, subjects were divided into the High Face group (face 1013 
precision>car precision) and the Low Face group (face precision<car precision). F, Performance measures of car 1014 
choices for the faces vs. cars contrast, similar to C. G, Difference in Early-Late interaction is predictive of the 1015 
difference in false positive rate (1-specificity). Higher face FPR relatively to house is correlated with more network 1016 
interactions (r=0.84, p<1.61 10-6). High face FPR indicated more bias towards faces. The bias towards faces was 1017 
characterized by more interactions between the two subsystems. H, The same correlation between the network 1018 
interactions and face bias holds for the faces vs. cars contrast. 1019 
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